Globus Pharyngeus

Information for you
What is Globus Pharyngeus?
Globus Pharyngeus ("Globus") is the medical term for the sensation of a lump in the throat, where no true lump exists. This lump is felt in the adam’s apple region of the throat and varies in size from a small peanut to a large golf ball. It is often associated with a voice difficulty (Dysphonia). It is usually diagnosed after an examination of your throat by an Ear, Nose & Throat (ENT) Doctor.

Signs and Symptoms
The main symptom is a sensation of something in the throat, which is often worse in the evenings. The sensation can disappear when swallowing food / liquid, but may become worse when trying to swallow saliva or pills. There is no associated weight loss. Another symptom is frequent throat clearing and feeling the need to swallow. There may also be a change in voice quality (e.g. hoarseness). Typically there are no abnormal findings on examination of the throat, although there may be signs of laryngeal swelling associated with reflux.

Where does the Globus sensation come from?
The exact cause of Globus Pharyngeus is uncertain, but it is thought to arise from incorrect muscle co-ordination or tension in the throat.
When we swallow, food goes through the oesophagus (food pipe) and into the stomach. The cricopharyngeal muscle acts like a sphincter (valve) around the lower oesophagus, preventing food going back into the mouth. If this muscle becomes too tight, it can cause a “lump in the throat” sensation and difficulty swallowing or speaking.

What triggers Globus?
There are many factors that may trigger or affect a Globus Sensation, including:

Stress / Anxiety: Nearly all people find their symptoms are worse when stressed, anxious or emotional. This is partly due to stress causing a general increase in muscle tension, but also because stress makes us more aware of any problem(s) / discomfort. When we are stressed, we also produce more chemicals and acids in the stomach which can cause reflux, making Globus symptoms worse.

Tiredness: Globus symptoms are often worse when we are tired for example, at the end of a day - especially if the day has involved a good deal of voice use.

Reflux: Many people with Globus have reflux of stomach acid into the oesophagus or throat. This doesn’t always cause symptoms, so you may be unaware of it. Reflux can cause inflammation of the larynx and increased muscle tension (including the
cricopharyngeus), so if you have concerns, try taking an antacid medication or speak to your GP.

**Voice strain:** Talking on the phone, singing, giving presentations, public speaking, shouting, speaking over background noise, or talking for long periods can lead to overuse or misuse of the voice and throat muscles, leading to laryngeal tension.

**Smoking:** Smoking can make Globus symptoms worse. It can cause an increase in stomach acid production and irritation of the throat, so try to cut down or stop altogether if you can.

**Post nasal drip:** This is an excess of mucus running down into the throat from the nose. This can make Globus worse and can irritate the lining of the throat.

**Certain Medicines:** Any medicines that dry out or irritate the throat can contribute to throat discomfort, increased irritation of the throat and worsening Globus symptoms.

**What can I do to help?**

Treatment addresses the underlying cause of the Globus symptoms and may consist of one or more of the following:

1. **Reassurance** – Many patients find that once their symptoms are acknowledged and explained, their symptoms starts to improve.
2. **Medicine** – This may include anti-reflux medicine, treatments for nasal allergy or post nasal drip. Medicine and advice can be provided by your GP or ENT Doctor.

3. **Voice Therapy** – This is like physiotherapy for the muscles of the throat and is provided by a Voice Specialist Speech & Language Therapist. If there is evidence of hoarseness (Functional Dysphonia), then exercises and advice from a Voice Therapist can not only help the voice problem, but can also help relieve the Globus sensation. A Voice Therapist may also give advice on general relaxation, anxiety management, posture and breathing.

4. **Vocal Hygiene Advice** – Vocal hygiene advice (Voice Care) is provided by a Voice Specialist Speech & Language Therapist. It involves understanding and identifying things that can affect your voice or throat. Sometimes simple advice such as drinking more water, or taking less caffeine (e.g. in tea, coffee, cola), can make a big difference to your Globus symptoms. If you have concerns about your voice or throat, please see your GP as soon as possible to discuss your concerns.
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